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OVERTAKEN BY HISTORY

Abba Eban concludes his recently published memoirs with an exhortation for
Israeli youth to adhere to the ideals of the founders of the State.

Prime Minister Rabin eulogizes the victims of an Israeli tragedy at sea by
reciting comforting poetry by Natan Alterman and other twentieth century
Israeli writers. He also refers to the ideals of the founders.

Minister of Education Shulamith Aloni issues a barrage of anti~religious
directives and broadsides to teachers and students in government-sponsored
schools, reminding them regularly that they are free to reject any aspect of
Jewish tradition which they choose.

Does this mean that Israeli secularism is on the ascendancy? Not necessar-
ily. Israeli secularism's insensitivity to Jewish tradition and its anti-religious pos-
turing barely conceal the serious spiritual bankruptcy of a group which has
been overtaken by history.

Granted, this secularism is not going gently into that good night, but going
it is nevertheless. To take a twentieth century example, Soviet Communism was
dead years before it collapsed, but very few were aware of its actual parlous
condition. There was bluff and bluster and sabre-rattling, but as it turned out,
there was nothing to fear: it had lost all sense of vision and it was only a matter
of time before gravity would exercise its immutable law and pull it down.
Mutatis mutandis-one is not equating fellow Jews with Soviet Communists-
Israeli secularism has degenerated into a rejection of traditional Jewish ideals in
favor of a laissez-faire quasi-Jewishness without discipline or moorings. And so
it drifts, content to flail away at the Orthodox. Were it not for the gaffes and
occasionally un-spiritual behavior of Orthodox political leaders, the secularists
would have little to do.

Yes, there is tumult and shouting; yes, they seem to run the government.
But sitting on a cabinet seat doth not an ideology make, and beneath the cant
and the sloganeering, the foundations are visibly slipping away. Ms. Aloni and
friends may find diversion by inciting the wrath of the religious community, but
thoughtful secularist observers acknowledge their own spiritual malaise.

That Israeli secularism-despite its last hurrah in the present government-is
in a state of s'refat neshama veguf kayam is evident from the facts on the line:
the younger secular generation finds in the ideals and theories of their kibbutz
progenitors little meaning for their own lives; hence Eban's anxiety. Zionism
per se is dismissed as pie in the sky; secular youngsters often parrot Arab pro-
paganda and wonder aloud why Israelis have taken the land away from the
Arabs. They abandon the kibbutz in droves-physically and spiritually-for the
less austere city life, and ultimately for the greater comfort and material oppor-
tunities of Canada and the USA. That most sacred tenet of the secular Zionist
canon-settling in the Land-is utterly ignored. As the secularists painfully know,

yerida from Israel is primarily a secular phenomenon, while aliya to Israel from
the West is primarily Orthodox. According to conservative estimates, there are
close to a half millon Israelis now residing in the West. That is to say-and this
is the most painful wound of all-that while those raised on a religion-less diet
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abandon Israel for the lure of the West, those raised on Torah and mitsva
observance apparently do not find it as diffcult to abandon the luxuries of the
West for a less comfortable life in Israel, resulting in the anomaly that finds
Hebrew spoken in American electronics stores on 42nd Street and on Pico
Boulevard, and English spoken in Israeli yeshivot like Kerem B'Yavneh and
Brisk.

The Orthodox in Israel-be they hasidim, haredim, Sepharadim, or kippot
serugot-ask a troubling question of the secularists: who today are the real
lovers of Zion?

II

Israeli secularists would do well to contemplate the strengths of the Orthodox
across the board. We should not romanticize-no group is free of problems-
but it is clear, for example, that there is little crime among the Orthodox, that
its youth is not plagued with drug problems, that so-called alternative life-styles,
supposedly based on genetics, make no inroads upon them, that familes are
more stable than the norm. When one thinks of concepts like self-sacrifice and
idealism in contemporary Israel, what comes to mind-whether or not one
agrees with their agenda-are the "Gush-niks" and "Kook-nicks" who found and
man new settlements, who love Israel in deed and not only in word, and who
have a sense of Jewish vision and Jewish destiny. And certainly the traditional
approach to the mysteries of life and death, good and eviL, joy and suffering, is
far more satisfying than the failed hedonism, positivism and Marxism of the sec~
ularists. In addition, the entire spectrum of Israeli Orthodoxy is graced with re-
markable leaders-from Rav Shach to Rav Neriah to Rav Ovadia Yosef-whose
integrity, scholarship, wisdom, and resultant moral power are undeniable. By
every measure, the community which adheres to Torah in Israel has every rea-
son to view the future with confidence and assurance.

There are complex reasons for this strength, but one ingredient which the
secularists could with profit emulate is the attribute of pride, the sense of Jew-
ish uniqueness and distinctiveness. The Orthodox have a sense of past and of
respect for sacred history, they know what they are about, and thus do not find
it necessary to accommodate themselves to every transitory intellectual or
ideological vogue.

One admires the passion and fire which characterized the early founders
of the State. But one of the reasons they did not succeed in creating new gen-
erations of followers is that, despite their emphasis on the materials of Jewish
archeology, they closed their eyes to the teleology of Jewish history. The

immutable fact is that movements within Jewish life which have lacked the
components of spirit, faith and passionate belief in the unique destiny of Am
Yisraelhave invariably collapsed under their own weight.

Surely Messrs. Eban, Rabin, and friends do not need to be reminded that

there is a Jewish classical tradition uf ii.ealîsm and vision which antedates
Weizmann and Ben Gurion, but for some reason they are shy about invoking it.
Their religious embarrassment-even the Book of Psalms is apparently deemed
inappropriate for comforting bereaved familes-is itself embarrassing, and has
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transformed what once upon a time was a movement with a point of view (a
greatly misguided secular one, to be sure, but a point of view nevertheless) into
a hollow shelL. Face it: if Jewish tradition is only one hundred years old, why
should any intellgent individual want to give up anything for it? Why not
indeed opt for the easier life of the West?

It would be naive to urge Israeli secularists to don black hals or kappottes
or kipot serugot and enter yeshivot or kollelim. But their ship, having lost its
rudder, is slowly sinking (which does not cause one great sorrow), and with it
are sinking hundreds of thousands of Jews (which does cause great sorrow).
The eroded condition of Jewish secularism-currently in political power b.ut all
dressed up with no place to go-should be a catalyst for a radical course adjust-
ment. And in a rapidly changing world, an Israel without spiritual ballast is dan~
gerous to its own health.

Certainly we in the Orthodox ranks have enough stock-taking to do to
keep us occupied for decades. The Orthodox house is far from being in order
(see my Editor's Notebook on "Observant Jews and Religious Jews," Tradition,
26:2, Winter 1992), but at the very least it has a present and a past, and there-
fore a future. Those of our Israeli secular brothers and sisters who are con-
cerned about a Jewish future might want to reconsider their relationship to that
Jewish past. And pride in the uniqueness of that history would be a small first
step.

"Lifnei shever gaon," says King Solomon in Provo 16:18. "Pride goeth
before the faIL" In this case, pride might help prevent the fall-and could in time
bring the secularists back into the mainstream of Jewish life. For to ignore
history-particularly Jewish sacred history-is ultimately to be overtaken by that
history.
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